A Success Story
Aviva France,
a new user of ACTIV’Infinite
Aviva France, a leading insurer and asset manager, has a
demanding vision of its business. It constantly strives to conduct
its activities successfully and stay close to its customers.
As such, Aviva France chose Cegedim Insurance Solutions to
manage its individual health benefits.

The project
A legacy customer of Cegedim Insurance Solutions, Aviva formerly
subscribed to the “PREMUNI” plan, which is no longer on the market.
At the conclusion of a competitive call for proposals, the ACTIV’Infinite
software package was selected for Aviva’s optimized services
management.
That new system has been in operation since July 2015.

A BRIEF
INTRODUCTION
BUSINESS
- Aviva plc is a multinational operating
in 16 countries, and one of the top
five insurance companies worldwide
- In France, Aviva is a major player
in life assurance and long-term
savings, general and health
insurance, and asset management

KEY FIGURES
- 33 million customers worldwide,
including over 3 million in France
- Close to €370bn of managed assets,
including €101bn in France
- Turnover of €28.3bn, with
France accounting for €7.1bn
- A solvency surplus of €8.7bn*
- 29,600 employees worldwide,
with more than 4,300 in France

This marked a new phase in our business relationship, as Aviva had
already selected the SP Santé solution to manage its third-party payer
(TPP) scheme.
Aviva also delegated part of its health services management to
iGestion—a Cegedim Insurance Solutions subsidiary—to cover
overload periods (back-up for its system and internal teams).
Cegedim Insurance Solutions managed a turnkey migration from the
old solution to ACTIV’Infinite, as well as the interface with Aviva’s
contracts management system.

29 600
Employees
OBJECTIVES
A management solution
for individual healthcare
benefits to combine with its
existing management system
for contracts/premiums

SOLUTION
SELECTED
The ACTIV’Infinite 5.3 solution,
proposed by
Cegedim Insurance Solutions
Insurance Solutions

Date: 14 July 2015

A Success Story
Advantages
Implementing this modular solution offers several advantages:
• Successful integration with Aviva’s IS,
• Capacity to cover regulatory requirements (by pooling management
of more than 17 million protected individuals),
• A user-friendly interface attractive to administrators and fostering
higher productivity,
• A service offer with broad scope, providing the interface between
ACTIV’Infinite, SP santé, and the Carte Blanche healthcare network.

Prospects
Faced with the digital transformation sweeping through insurance
sector, Aviva took the opportunity to reorganize its management
processes with an approach focused on high-performance, value
creation from data, and cost control. Further developments are under
consideration to optimize the insurer’s IS in others areas, such as group
contracts and provident schemes.
High-added-value services, such as delegation of the TPP
hospitalization scheme, or digital solutions for preventive healthcare,
are also being considered to complement the Aviva service provision.
Migration to the latest version of Activ’Infinite (7.0) is also underway.
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“The management solution
we were using for healthcare
benefits was no longer up to the
required level of performance.
We needed a solution that
could combine with our
management system for
contracts and premiums. We
also wanted to take advantage
of expert assistance to ensure a
seamless service migration for
our customers, towards a new
more user-friendly and better
managed system”,
explained Bertrand UDIN,
Healthcare Director
of Aviva France

